Cancer-initiating gatekeeper mutations that arise in stem cells would be especially potent if they stabilize and expand an affected stem cell lineage. It is therefore important to understand how different stem cell organization strategies promote or prevent variant stem cell amplification in response to different types of mutation, including those that activate proliferation. Stem cell numbers can be maintained constant while producing differentiated products through individually asymmetric division outcomes or by population asymmetry strategies, in which individual stem cell lineages necessarily compete for niche space. We considered alternative mechanisms underlying population asymmetry and used quantitative modeling to predict starkly different consequences of altering proliferation rate: a variant, faster-proliferating mutant stem cell should compete better only when stem cell division and differentiation are independent processes. For most types of stem cell it has not been possible to ascertain experimentally whether division and differentiation are coupled. However, Drosophila Follicle Stem Cells (FSCs) provided a favorable system to investigate population asymmetry mechanisms and also for measuring the impact of altered proliferation on competition. We found from detailed cell lineage studies that division and differentiation of an individual FSC are not coupled. We also found that FSC representation, reflecting maintenance and amplification, was highly responsive to genetic changes that altered only the rate of FSC proliferation. The FSC paradigm therefore provides definitive experimental evidence for the general principle that relative proliferation rate will always be a major determinant of competition among stem cells specifically when stem cell division and differentiation are independent.
INTRODUCTION
Large-scale sequencing of tumor samples, including single cells, provides information about the number and identity of mutations that drive cancer ontogeny, key initiating gatekeeper mutations and clonal histories (1) (2) (3) . Understanding how each driver mutation promotes clonal selection throughout this long developmental sequence of changing cellular phenotypes and environments is very challenging, but is most approachable for the earliest mutations because they occur in the context of normal morphology and physiology. The longevity and proliferative potential of stem cells make it inevitable that the first driver mutations sometimes arise in stem cells, especially for tissues with very active stem cells and short-lived derivatives (1, (4) (5) (6) . Those first driver mutations (gatekeepers) may act throughout cancer evolution but they will be especially potent if they provide a selective advantage at the earliest possible stage to stabilize a mutant stem cell lineage and amplify it to provide multiple substrate cells for sampling a variety of potential secondary mutations (6, 7) . It is therefore very important to understand what types of mutations favor maintenance and amplification of an affected stem cell and hence why some gatekeeper mutations may be more potent in one tissue than another.
It might, at first thought, be expected that an increased rate of cell division would inevitably favor the amplification of any cell type. However, stem cells are generally maintained at roughly constant numbers. This constraint, generally imposed by limited space within a supportive niche environment, renders the impact of increased proliferation dependent on the strategies used for stem cell maintenance (see Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A ) (8) (9) (10) . For example, if a stem cell always divides to produce one stem cell and one differentiated cell (single cell asymmetry; model A in Fig.  1A ), an increased rate of division of one stem cell will not alter the longevity or representation of that stem cell. Germline Stem Cells (GSCs) in the Drosophila ovary mostly undergo repeated divisions with asymmetric outcomes and mutations that alter the rate of GSC divisions do not generally affect GSC maintenance (11) (12) (13) (14) .
Several types of stem cell, including Drosophila Follicle Stem Cells (FSCs), which reside in the same ovaries as GSCs, and mammalian gut stem cells are instead maintained by population asymmetry (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A ). The term "population asymmetry" is generally understood to mean that the fates of two daughters of a stem cell are independent. Population asymmetry inevitably creates competition among stem cells for survival and amplification, leading to stochastic expansion of some stem cell lineages, while others are lost ("neutral competition") ( Fig. S1B ) (15, 16) . The factors that regulate competition can be uncovered experimentally by identifying hypo-or hyper-competitive genetic variants and the molecular mechanisms they affect. FSC survival can be compromised by reduced activity of adhesion molecules or altered signaling that promotes differentiation (17) (18) (19) but both an unbiased genetic screen and analysis of a key niche signal pointed to stem cell division rate as a major determinant of FSC
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Fig. 1. Stem cell organization dictates impact of proliferation rate on stem cell competition.(A)
A possible set of trajectories for a population of four stem cell lineages (black, blue, red, green) through four cycles for three different types of organization. By the end of each cycle, two of the four stem cells have divided, the total number of stem cells (filled circles) remains constant (at four) and two non-stem cells (open circles) have been produced. Model A: Each stem cell division always produces one stem cell and one non-stem cell ("single-cell asymmetry"). Each lineage is maintained in equal proportion no matter what their relative rates of division (here, the blue stem cells divided four times and the red stem cells did not divide at all). Models B and C represent different mechanisms of population asymmetry. Model B: non-stem cells are only produced when a stem cell divides ("division-dependent differentiation") but each division can produce two stem cells or two non-stem cells (with equal frequency) or one of each (see also Fig. S1A ). The relative proliferation rate of a variant stem cell does not affect its predicted competitive success (from quantitative modeling). In this example, the red stem cell survives despite failing to divide, while the blue stem cells are extinguished despite dividing more times per cycle (4 out of 6) than even the green stem cells (3 out of 5). Model C: non-stem cells are produced at any time, independent of division history ("division-independent differentiation") and the total number of non-stem cells produced equals the total number of stem cell divisions over the whole population to maintain constant stem cell numbers ("population asymmetry"; see also Fig. S1A ). The cartoon shows an intermediate stage in each cycle to illustrate that division and differentiation are separate processes. Division is shown first but these processes would not be rigidly ordered (and are not ordered in mathematical modeling). For model C, the relative proliferation rate of a variant stem cell has a large impact on its competitive success. In this example, the red stem cell is (by chance) relatively resistant to differentiation, remaining a stem cell for 3 of 4 cycles but that lineage is nevertheless extinguished eventually because the red stem cell did not divide (contrast with A and B). competition (12, 13, 20) . By contrast, niche adhesion, resistance to differentiation and quiescence are more commonly cited as key parameters favoring longevity of various other stem cells, including Drosophila GSCs (9, 21) . We wished to understand whether a fundamental principle of stem cell organization might explain a causal connection between proliferation and competition by using FSCs as a model stem cell.
GSCs and FSCs are housed in the germarium, which lies at the anterior of each egg-producing ovariole ( Fig. 2A) . In the anterior half of the germarium, Escort Cells (ECs) support the differentiation of GSC derivatives into sixteen-cell cysts (22) . The B and GR FC daughters proliferate to form patches, which are always on the same egg chamber, as it grows and moves to the posterior (right) along the ovariole (C) two cycles (24h) and (D) four cycles (48h) after initial marking. Egg chambers bud from the germarium roughly every 12h. (C) A BR FC produced in the previous cycle has divided once, leading (D) to an FC patch on the second egg chamber two cycles later. Unpaired FC patches, as shown here for BR, must derive from recombination in an FSC and were never observed beyond the fourth egg chamber 72h after heat-shock. (E) The starting genotype at the time of mitotic recombination is shown (left) for the second chromosome of flies used for twin-spot lineage marking. The tub-lacZ ("lacZ"), ubi-GFP ("GFP"), ubi-RFP ("RFP") transgenes, as well as FRT 40A and FRT 42B recombination targets (orange) either side of the centromere (white oval) are indicated. Heat-shock induction of a hs-flp transgene on the X-chromosome can induce (middle panel) recombination at either or both pairs of homologous FRTs, followed by (right panel) segregation to yield two daughter cells with recombinant genotypes in predictable twin-spot pairings (here BR and GR daughters are produced; other possible pairings are B:GR, G:BR and BG:BGR).
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Follicle cell precursors (FCs) then associate with germline cysts midway through the germarium and proliferate to form an expanding monolayer epithelium (23) . A subset of FCs differentiate early to form polar cells and stalk cells, which allow budding of fully enveloped cysts from the posterior of the germarium to produce new egg chambers roughly every 12h, throughout the life of well-fed adult females. Until recently it was thought that each germarium contained only two, or perhaps three, FSCs, that FSCs produced only FCs and that the majority of FSC divisions produced one FSC and one FC (23) (24) (25) . However, we recently reported that each germarium contains many more FSCs (about [14] [15] [16] , that FSCs produce quiescent ECs as well as transit-amplifying FCs and that FSCs are maintained by population asymmetry (18) .
We first considered two potential mechanisms for population asymmetry (models B and C in Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A ) from a theoretical perspective and used quantitative modeling to conclude that the impact of proliferation rate on stem cell competition should depend critically on whether "differentiation" (the production of a transit-amplifying cell or differentiated cell) is independent of stem cell division. We then examined FSC organization in more detail, specifically to discover whether FC production was temporally coupled to FSC division and to test rigorously the impact of mutations that altered FSC proliferation rate on FSC representation. The experimental results provide definitive evidence for the general principle that stem cell competition depends on relative proliferation rates specifically when stem cell division and differentiation are independent processes. Two z-sections of the germarium and first two egg chambers ("ECh") and (C) egg chambers three and four of an ovariole, illustrated in the top cartoon of (D). All z-sections were examined in each fluorescence channel to assign all cell colors definitively (see Fig. S2 ). The anterior (left) limit of surface Fas3 staining (pink), which labels FCs, is outlined with white dotted lines. Scale-bar is 20μm. (A-D) The BR (purple) FC patch in egg chamber 4 had no matching twin-spot FCs (would be G or GR) in the same egg chamber and must therefore derive from recombination marking in an FSC. Hence, all marked cells up to and including ECh4 derive from daughters of recombination in an FSC. The colors present up to ECh4 are G, BR and GR, showing that one FSC produced a G:BR twin-spot pair (illustrated at bottom right) and a second FSC produced a GR:BR twin-spot daughter pair. There is only one G FC patch, no G FSC and no G ECs, implying that there were no divisions of the G daughter of the FSC after it was born (shortly after the time of heat-shock). The G FC patch is in ECh 2 and was therefore produced two cycles (about 24h) after the first opportunity to become an FC (in ECh 4, as for the BR FC). Thus, the G daughter of a FSC became a FC long after it was born (about 24h; two cycles of egg chamber budding). (D) The inferred histories of the G:BR and BR:GR twin-spot pairs are illustrated from immediately after recombination marking (bottom) through each 12h cycle of egg chamber budding up to the final stained ovariole at 72h after heat-shock. All FCs produced from cycle 1-5 are labeled on the cartoons at the cycle produced and in the final ovariole. To produce an FC at cycles 2, 3 and 4 the GR FSC must also divide in these cycles. One BR FSC becomes a FC in cycle 1 (the same cycle that produced the BR cell). The other BR FSC daughter contributes an FC in cycle 2 and must therefore also divide in that cycle. Thereafter, it contributes a FC in cycle 4 and an EC at an unknown time, while leaving one FSC. The BR FSC must therefore divide at least once during cycles 3 and 4, and twice in total from cycle 3 to 6 (shown as cycles 4 and 5 in the schematic). A second illustration of inferred histories is presented in Fig. S3 .
RESULTS
Contrasting impacts of altered proliferation for different population asymmetry mechanisms
We considered three idealized strategies for stem cell maintenance to evaluate from a theoretical standpoint how stem cell organization controls the impact of cell proliferation rates on stem cell competition. If each stem cell division produces an asymmetric outcome (model A, Fig. 1A ), there will be no competitive advantage or disadvantage for a stem cell that divides at a different rate. Drosophila ovarian GSCs appear to show this organization and indifference to stem cell division rates (12, 13) .
For stem cells governed by population asymmetry two contrasting mechanisms have not generally been explicitly distinguished experimentally or conceptually. The predicted consequences of altered proliferation are widely different for the two models. If stem cell division and differentiation are rigidly 409  410  411  412  413  414  415  416  417  418  419  420  421  422  423  424  425  426  427  428  429  430  431  432  433  434  435  436  437  438  439  440  441  442  443  444  445  446  447  448  449  450  451  452  453  454  455  456  457  458  459  460  461  462  463  464  465  466  467  468  469  470  471  472  473  474  475  476   4 www.pnas.org ------Footline Author   477  478  479  480  481  482  483  484  485  486  487  488  489  490  491  492  493  494  495  496  497  498  499  500  501  502  503  504  505  506  507  508  509  510  511  512  513  514  515  516  517  518  519  520  521  522  523  524  525  526  527  528  529  530  531  532  533  534  535  536  537  538  539  540  541  542  543 coupled (model B, Fig. 1A ), then an individual stem cell that proliferates faster than others (blue and green stem cells in Fig.  1A ) will have a higher chance of amplification during a fixed time interval, but it will also have a proportionally higher chance of being lost. Hence, a qualitative appraisal suggests there will be little or no net consequence on stem cell competition. In principle, the organization depicted in model B might apply to stem cells that must maintain contact with a limited niche surface to be maintained by short-range signals or by adhesion (9, 26) because cell division characteristically reduces cell contacts with neighbors and the extracellular matrix (27) (28) (29) and generates two daughters potentially competing for a space that previously supported only one stem cell (Fig. S1A ). Such mechanisms are commonly associated with oriented cell divisions and single cell asymmetry but in the absence of rigidly oriented divisions, the resulting intermediate levels of short-range signaling or adhesion for both daughters could plausibly result in the retention of zero, one or two stem cells (Fig. S1A) . In practice, model B has often been assumed in fitting mathematical models to the results of lineage studies, as exemplified by several studies of mammalian epidermal stem cells (30) (31) (32) (33) and some studies suggest it applies to Drosophila intestinal stem cells (34-37) but there is, as yet, no definitively proven example of model B.
If stem cell division and differentiation are independent processes that are not linked mechanistically or temporally for an individual stem cell (model C, Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A ), then each stem cell division initially produces two stem cells and a stem cell can differentiate at any time. Here, an increase in proliferation rate of one stem cell relative to others will inevitably lead to a higher likelihood of amplification and a reduced likelihood of losing the variant lineage (blue stem cells in Fig. 1A) . Conversely, stem cells that rarely divide (red lineage in Fig. 1A ) can survive for long periods if differentiation is coupled to cell division (models A and B) but are very likely to be lost within a few cycles if differentiation is independent of stem cell division (model C) because there is a chance to differentiate at every cycle (time period). In summary, there is a strong likelihood that slower proliferating stem cells will be lost and faster proliferating stem cells will amplify only when there is division-independent differentiation (model C).
The different organizations described above for population asymmetry were translated into a quantitative model in order to evaluate whether an altered proliferation rate has any effect on stem cell competition in model B and to predict the magnitude of such effects in model C (see Supplementary Note A and Fig. S1B ). In each case, the model was constrained to maintain a constant total number of stem cells. Thus, if an extra stem cell is produced at any time (by a division producing two stem cells), this was immediately followed by stem cell loss (by a division producing two non-stem cell daughters in model B or by differentiation of one stem cell in model C) and, conversely, stem cell loss was followed by stem cell duplication. Additionally, the probabilities of a division yielding two stem cells or two non-stem cells were considered to be equal in model B. These models can be treated as classical Markov chains (see Supplementary Note A for details).
For model B, a variant stem cell with an altered division rate (by a factor, c) has an unchanged probability of being the sole lineage remaining after all others have been lost (Fig. 1B,   545  546  547  548  549  550  551  552  553  554  555  556  557  558  559  560  561  562  563  564  565  566  567  568  569  570  571  572  573  574  575  576  577  578  579  580  581  582  583  584  585  586  587  588  589  590  591  592  593 . By contrast, in model C the probability of being the winning (sole remaining) lineage increases greatly for a variant stem cell that divides faster than its competitors (Fig. 1B and Supplementary Note A) . For a population of 16 stem cells, a 50% increase in proliferation rate raises the probability of indefinite survival from 1/16 to about 1/3 (more than 5-fold) and reduces the expected average time to achieve that state two-fold (Supplementary Note A) .
The average number of stem cells in a lineage initiated from a single variant stem cell at any time prior to completion of clonal evolution (Fig. S1B ) is predicted to be the same for all values of c in model B (Fig. 1C, green line) . That is because changes in the average number of stem cells per surviving variant lineage are exactly offset by inverse changes in the probability that the variant lineage survives (Fig. 1C) . By contrast, both of these parameters increase for greater c values in model C and therefore sum to give an even larger response for the total number of variant stem cells present (1.0 (c=1.0), 1.8 (c=1.2), 3.5 (c=1.5) and 6.7 (c=2.0) expected variant stem cells; Fig. 1D ). In summary, quantitative modeling shows that for model B an altered rate of proliferation has no impact on cell competition measured by the eventual winner of clonal competition or stem cell representation at earlier times, whereas altered division rates have a large effect on both measures of competition for stem cells organized as in model C.
Twin-spot lineage analysis to follow FSC behavior over 72h
To test the theoretical predictions connecting stem cell organization to the impact of altered proliferation on competition, which should apply to all types of stem cell, we turned to Drosophila FSCs. To determine whether FSC differentiation into FCs occurs only at the time of FSC division (model B) or independent of FSC division (model C) we tried to reconstruct the precise behavior of FSCs over a 72h period through a detailed lineage analysis. Marked clones were created at a fixed time by using a heat-shock induced flp recombinase to promote mitotic recombination at FRT sites located at the base of chromosome arms harboring GFP ("G"), β-galactosidase ("B") and RFP ("R") transgenes (Fig. 2E) . We showed previously that in these flies fewer than one in a hundred ovarioles produced recombinant FSC genotypes in the absence of heat-shock (18) . Hence, we can be sure that virtually all recombination events occur shortly after heat-shock.
Our first objective was to define the first egg chambers populated by FC-derivatives of recombination in an FSC. Both FSCs and their proliferative FC progeny can undergo mitotic recombination to produce twin-spot daughters with predictable pairs of color combinations (B:GR, G:BR, BR:GR, and BG:BGR daughter pairs) (Fig. 2E) . However, the earliest FCs are distinguished from FSCs by their association with a developing germline cyst, leading to the inevitable passage of an FC and all of its progeny through the ovariole. Recombination in an FC therefore always produces two daughters associated with the 681  682  683  684  685  686  687  688  689  690  691  692  693  694  695  696  697  698  699  700  701  702  703  704  705  706  707  708  709  710  711  712  713  714  715  716  717  718  719  720  721  722  723  724  725  726  727  728  729  730  731  732  733  734  735  736  737  738  739  740  741  742  743  744  745  746  747  748   6 www.pnas.org ------Footline Author   749  750  751  752  753  754  755  756  757  758  759  760  761  762  763  764  765  766  767  768  769  770  771  772  773  774  775  776  777  778  779  780  781  782  783  784  785  786  787  788  789  790  791  792  793  794  795  796  797  798  799  800  801  802  803  804  805  806  807  808  809  810  811  812  813  814  815  816 Submission PDF same germline cyst; those daughters will then proliferate to form paired twin-spot FC patches on the same egg chamber (illustrated for B:GR FC daughters in Fig. 2 A-D) . By contrast, an FC patch that has no paired twin-spot on the same egg chamber must have derived from recombination in an FSC (illustrated for G:BR FSC daughters in Fig. 2 A-D) . At 72h after heat-shock, unpaired FSC-derived FC patches were found in the fourth youngest egg chamber for more than a quarter of all ovarioles; older egg chambers always contained only paired twin-spot FC patches. We therefore deduced that the first opportunity for a marked FSC daughter to become an FC in any of the experimental ovarioles was the passage through the FSC region of a germline cyst that will become the fourth youngest egg chamber 72h later (as seen for a BR FSC daughter in Fig. 3D ). This deduction is consistent with the expectation that egg chambers bud from the germarium roughly every 12h (23) and that the germarium generally contains two cysts posterior to the FSCs, leading to a maximum of six cycles of FC recruitment over 72h (Fig. 3D) . Egg chamber production in all ovarioles of the experimental flies was likely synchronized to within 12h. We therefore made the conservative assumption that marked FSC daughters had the opportunity to contribute to all egg chambers up to the third youngest (five cycles of egg chamber budding in total) for ovarioles with no unpaired FC patches in the fourth youngest egg chamber (as in Fig. S3 ).
Division-independent differentiation of FSCs to become FCs
For each lineage derived from mitotic recombination in an FSC we could see how many FSCs remained after 72h, whether any ECs had been produced and exactly when any FCs had been produced because the order of egg chambers displays the time at which a founder FC associated with a passing germline cyst (Fig.  3D) . We looked for examples of an FSC daughter lineage that included only a single patch of FCs, no ECs and no FSCs. That pattern reports a daughter of mitotic recombination in an FSC that became a founder FC without any intervening divisions; it is exemplified by the G lineage in Fig. 3 (single channels shown in Fig. S2 ) and by the B lineage in Fig. S3 (also see Supplementary Note B and Fig. S4 ). We found seventeen such examples. In six cases, the solitary FC patch was in the fourth youngest egg chamber (egg chamber 4), implying that the marked cell became an FC immediately, or shortly after the FSC division where mitotic recombination occurred. In three cases, the FC patch was in the third youngest egg chamber. In these three examples, we cannot be certain if FC production was immediate or delayed by one cycle because the germline cyst that became the fourth youngest egg chamber may also have been available for population after the marked FSC daughters were born. Importantly, in eight cases (including the G lineage in Fig. 3 , and the B lineage in Fig. S3 ) the FC patch was in egg chamber 2 or younger; moreover, an older egg chamber contained FCs from a different marked FSC derivative. In these eight cases, we can deduce that a marked FSC daughter was born shortly after heat-shock, did not divide subsequently, and then became an FC only after one or more cysts had passed through the FSC region. In other words, those FSC daughters only became FCs 12-60h after birth ( Figures 3D and S3D) . We repeated the experiment, examining a new set of ovarioles 72h after heat-shock and found a similar distribution of locations for solitary marked FC patches (22/35 prior to egg chamber 3). These observations provide direct evidence that an FSC can become an FC at any time, not just immediately after cell division. Thus, FSCs exhibit "division-independent differentiation" and conform to model C (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A) .
We also examined all ovarioles harboring only one pair of twin-spots that likely derived from a single stem cell (see Supplementary Note C) to determine the immediate behavior of FSC daughters. If a marked daughter produced two or more cells (ECs, FC patches or FSCs) by 72h we deduced that it must have divided as an FSC before any subsequent differentiation event (GR FSC in Fig. 3 ; BR FSC in Fig. S3 ). In nine cases, both FSC daughters (18 cells in total) divided as a stem cell prior to any further events; in two instances, both daughters became FCs without any intervening divisions; in two cases, one daughter divided as a stem cell while the other became an FC (one example) or an EC (one example) without an intervening division. Altogether, 20 FSC daughters subsequently divided as a stem cell, while five became FCs and one became an EC without dividing again as an FSC. These outcomes are consistent with a key aspect of division-independent differentiation (model C, Fig.  1A and Fig. S1A ), namely the initial production of two stem cells from all FSC divisions.
Genetic evidence for division-independent differentiation
As a further test of whether or not production of FCs is contingent on concurrent FSC division, we examined genetic conditions that reduced the rate of FSC division substantially. We previously identified loss of function mutations affecting the cell cycle regulator, Cyclin E (CycE) and a DNA replication component, Cutlet, as reducing FSC maintenance (12, 13) . We also showed that loss of Yorkie (Yki) activity reduced FSC proliferation and FSC maintenance (20) . Here, we found that the rate of FSC division, measured by EdU incorporation 6d after clone induction, was indeed greatly reduced relative to controls for cycE (17%), cutlet (34%) and yki (11%) mutant FSCs (Fig. 4E ) marked as GFP-positive by the MARCM technique (38) . To measure FC production we examined all ovarioles with a marked FSC and counted the proportion of germarial cysts and egg chambers that included a marked FC patch (Fig. 4) . All three proliferationdefective mutant FSC genotypes produced substantial numbers of FC patches (Fig. 4) . Indeed, the proportion of cysts and egg chambers with marked FCs per marked cycE, cutlet or yki FSC was 11.5% (combining all three genotypes), only marginally lower than for controls (average: 14.5%). These measures of FC production are not precise because we do not know the number of marked FSCs present throughout the measured timecourse of FC production. Consequently, the results show that FC production cannot be rigidly coupled to FSC division because FC production is clearly not reduced in proportion to the reduced FSC division rate (3-9-fold) but they do not prove that FSC differentiation is entirely unaffected by cycE, cutlet or yki mutations.
Reconstructing FSC histories to detail FSC dynamics
We also used the detailed record of FSC behavior manifest by twin-spot clones to confirm and extend previous conclusions about FSC numbers, FSC dynamics and FC production. In the two twin-spot experiments, the average percentage contribution of a single color to the FCs of an egg chamber for B, G and BG clones was 18.9% (18.9% and 18.8% in the two sets of experiments) and for solitary FC patch clones (where single FC founders are almost certain) it was 17.8% (19.0% and 16.5%). Hence, our best estimate of the average number of founder FCs per egg chamber is between five and six (1/0.189 = 5.3, 1/0.178 = 5.6). We also measured the early rates of FSC loss and FSC amplification. We found that 25 of the 49 marked daughters likely arising from a single stem cell were lost (becoming FCs or ECs) over the next 3d. This high rate of loss supports a model of population asymmetry, where individual stem cells are frequently lost or amplified in a stochastic process of neutral competition.
Finally, we derived explicit histories of FSC behavior for all marked FSC daughter lineages in order to calculate the average frequency of FSC divisions and the average frequency of differentiation to FCs and ECs. To facilitate modeling, and in keeping with our deduction of division-independent differentiation, we artificially split each cycle of egg chamber budding into an opportunity for all FSCs to divide, followed by an opportunity for all FSCs to become an FC or EC (as in model C of Fig. 1A) . The stained ovarioles at 72h showed the total number of FSCs, FC patches
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and ECs produced by each lineage as well as the cycle at which founder FCs were produced (Figs. 3 and S3) . The cycles at which marked FSCs divided were either definitively compelled or highly constrained by the sequence of FC production together with the total number of FSCs and ECs produced (see legends for Fig. 3D and Fig. S3 ). Wherever FSC divisions could equally likely have occurred at either of two different cycles, assignments were made so that FSC divisions were spaced as evenly as possible.
By combining the cycle-by-cycle inferred histories of 79 lineages (illustrated and tabulated for one ovariole in Fig. S3 ), we found that marked FSCs divide at 44% (221/501) of available opportunities (each cycle represents an opportunity for each FSC) and that marked FSCs become FCs at 21% (159/747) of available opportunities, while producing 43 ECs over the same period (1 EC per 3.7 FCs) ( Table 1 Table 1 ). At that stage the number of FSCs is artificially inflated by 6.4 in our model because FSCs have divided but none has become an FC or EC. So, the true estimate of the average number of FSCs based on FC production rate is 17.4 (23.8 -6.4). These two estimates (14.5 and 17.4, based on FSC division and FC production frequencies, respectively (Table 1) ) are in good agreement with the earlier estimate of 14-16 FSCs based on counting the number of surviving FSC lineages over time and counting the total number of cells within the FSC domain (18) . Thus, our analysis of twin-spot FSC lineages has confirmed our recent conclusions about FSC numbers and FSC maintenance by population asymmetry, it has revised our best estimate of the number of FC founders per egg chamber and demonstrated that differentiation of an FSC to an FC is not dependent on FSC division.
FSC competition is dictated by relative rates of proliferation: experimental evidence
Division-independent differentiation of FSCs predicts that competition amongst FSCs will be highly responsive to their relative rates of proliferation (Fig. 1) . There is already substantial evidence that FSC proliferation rate strongly influences FSC competition (12, 13, 20) . However, previous analyses of competition between FSCs was limited to measuring the loss of a marked variant FSC lineage over time and, for the rare changes that enhanced competitive success, by counting the proportion of ovarioles containing "all-marked" clones, where a single lineage contributes all FCs to several successive egg chambers (12, 20) . The recent findings, confirmed here, that each germarium contains many FSCs (14) (15) (16) and that the number of FSCs in each marked lineage changes over time as a result of competition (18), allow a better measure of stem cell competition as the average number of FSCs present at a fixed time after FSC clone induction (Fig. S5) .
Here we measured FSC proliferation rates according to EdU incorporation over one hour of in vitro incubation immediately after ovary dissection (Fig. 5 B-D) . We measured FSC competition (how well a variant stem cell survives and amplifies within a niche containing a constant total number of stem cells) by counting the average number of marked FSCs per ovariole at 6d and 12d after clone induction for a variety of FSC clone genotypes expected to affect proliferation (Fig. S5) . FSC clones with a homozygous mutation or expressing a GAL4/UAS-driven transgene were generated and marked as GFP-positive by the MARCM technique (38) . These clones were compared to control FSC clones generated in the same way and strictly in parallel in flies lacking the mutation or transgene under investigation.
We found that yki, cycE and cutlet mutations reduced FSC proliferation and also substantially reduced the average number of marked FSCs per germarium at 6d and 12d (Fig. 5 A-C and  Fig. S6 ). Moreover, expression of excess CycE restored both the proliferation rate and the average number of marked cutlet mutant FSCs to levels above those of controls (Fig. 5A and Fig.  S6 ). Conversely, excess CycE alone, loss of hpo (which increases Yki activity), or increased PI3 kinase pathway activity due to mutation of PTEN (12) increased both the proliferation rate of marked FSCs and the average number of marked FSCs per germarium (Fig. 5 A, D and Fig. S6) .
It is possible that changes in the activity of Cutlet, the PI3 kinase pathway, Yki or even CycE may have affected FSC competition by changing a property other than proliferation rate. Alterations to Wnt signaling provide a precedent for changes that affect FSC numbers by altering the likelihood of FSC differentiation. Increased Wnt signaling caused FSC loss due to excessive conversion into ECs, whereas loss of Wnt signaling increased the likelihood of conversion into FCs, which was measured by the accumulation of FSCs in the most posterior, FC-adjacent FSC layer ("layer 1") and by the proportion of FSC clones associated with FCs (18) . We therefore measured these parameters for the genetic changes we used to alter FSC proliferation rates.
Genetic changes that reduced marked FSC numbers did not increase the number of marked ECs produced, the proportion of marked FSCs in layer 1 or the proportion of marked FSC clones with marked FCs, ruling out enhanced differentiation to ECs or FCs as responsible for the FSC deficit (Fig. S7 A-D) . Conversely, these measures of marked EC and FC production were not decreased by alterations that increased marked FSC numbers (Fig. S7 A, B) . Indeed, slower-dividing FSC variants were slightly biased towards anterior layers and the number of marked ECs present generally correlated positively with the number of marked FSCs, consistent with changes in EC production simply following a primary change in the number of their progenitor FSCs. These observations fully support the conclusion that the drastic decreases (yki, cycE, cutlet) or increases (hpo, UAS-cycE, pten) in marked FSC numbers we observed were caused by changes in the rate of proliferation per se, rather than by any unanticipated, secondary effects on FSC location or differentiation ( Fig. 5A and Table S1 ). Thus, FSCs provide robust direct evidence for a general model of organization of stem cells, namely population asymmetry with division-independent differentiation, where relative proliferation rate is both predicted and shown experimentally to be a key determinant of which stem cells are the most competitive.
DISCUSSION
We have followed the behavior of individually marked FSCs in detail to show that FSC differentiation is not coupled to FSC division. This organization represents a subset of population asymmetry models and predicts that stem cell proliferation rate will be a major determinant of stem cell competition. In line with this prediction, we confirmed prior strong evidence of a causative link between proliferation rate and competition among FSCs (12, 13, 20) still more rigorously by measuring the proliferation rates and competitive outcomes for a number of genetic alterations that appear only to affect proliferation. The important general implication of these findings is that an analogous organization of any stem cell population, defined by the key characteristic of division-independent differentiation, will necessarily render those stem cells prone to cancer-promoting gatekeeper mutations that increase the rate of stem cell proliferation.
Stem cell dynamics constrained by niche space Stem cells generally require a specific environment to be maintained. If that requirement limits the space where stem cells can survive, then a specific stem cell lineage can only expand at the expense of others; it cannot expand independently or indefinitely Submission PDF (21, 39) . This constraint applies to the normal FSC niche, to our theoretical modeling and, for example, to mammalian intestinal stem cells in a single crypt; it is a key reason why only one category of stem cell organization (Fig. 1A and Fig. S1A ) permits a causal connection between differential proliferation and competition.
Some mutations that alter stem cell proliferation might additionally relieve, or substitute for required niche factors and therefore allow the entire stem cell domain to expand. Those mutations could be particularly potent primary changes leading to expansion of a stem cell lineage within a single niche or they could lead to a secondary expansion of a lineage, as in the accelerated colonization of neighboring intestinal crypts (40, 41) . Those consequences would not be limited to stem cell populations exhibiting division-independent differentiation but the effects on stem cell competition would also not be due solely to a change in stem cell proliferation rate. For FSCs, strong hyper-activation of JAK-STAT signaling appears to expand the FSC domain dramatically (42) ; the genetic changes studied in this work did not show any clear evidence of altering the FSC domain.
FSCs and mammalian intestinal stem cells as archetypes of proliferation-dependent competition
It has generally not been possible to follow endogenous stem cell behavior in enough detail to determine whether stem cell differentiation is coupled to cell division. The two notable exceptions prior to our work were live imaging studies of mammalian epidermal and intestinal stem cells. In both cases, conversion of stem cells to non-stem cells (judged by location) was seen in the absence of recent cell division (43, 44) , just as we observed for FSCs. Interestingly, prior reports measured lineage products at fixed time points (rather than continuous observation) to infer a division-dependent differentiation model for epidermal stem cells, in which over 80% of division outcomes were deduced to be asymmetric (30) (31) (32) 44) . It remains to be seen whether further studies will confirm or contradict assertions of divisiondependent differentiation based on discontinuous sampling of marked lineages for other stem cells, such as Drosophila intestinal stem cells (34) (35) (36) (37) .
Even though the most direct studies to date for Drosophila FSCs, mammalian epidermal and intestinal stem cells show that differentiation is largely uncoupled from stem cell division, it remains a challenge to provide definitive evidence that the two processes are entirely independent or, potentially in other cases, that differentiation is always coupled to cell division. Moreover, it is possible that some stem cells may exhibit intermediate behaviors. These uncertainties do not detract from the important concept that division-independent differentiation, in pure or hybrid form, is key for proliferation rate to alter stem cell competition.
The overall organization of FSCs and mammalian intestinal stem cells are remarkably similar. This includes the size of the stem cell population, rapid stem cell divisions and now, divisionindependent differentiation (18, 45, 46) . It has also been proposed that activating mutations in the Wnt or Ras pathways that promote mammalian intestinal stem cell survival and amplification might act by promoting stem cell proliferation, though it was not explicitly tested whether other effects of those pleiotropic pathways, such as directly modulating differentiation, might be responsible (47, 48) . In fact, Wnt signaling is known to affect intestinal cell locations and the nature of stem cell products, while Ras activation was also shown to increase the rate of crypt fission, effectively expanding the niche for an otherwise spatially constrained stem cell population (7, 47) . Despite these reservations about experimental proof of a causal connection, we can confidently predict that intestinal stem cells must, indeed, exhibit a strong influence of proliferation rate on stem cell competition specifically because they undergo division-independent differentiation. This connection was not previously highlighted as causative or fundamental (43) . Our study of FSCs explicitly spells out this important, universally applicable connection and provides robust experimental evidence of causality between stem cell proliferation rates and stem cell competition, as described below.
Previously, the major niche signal, Hedgehog (Hh) was shown to regulate FSC competition principally by transcriptionally inducing the co-activator Yorkie (Yki), and Yki was shown to act by inducing CycE to induce an increased rate of stem cell division (20) . Here we showed that alteration of Yki activity and additional manipulations of factors expected to alter only proliferation (CycE, Cutlet), as well as changes to PI3 kinase activity, produced corresponding changes in FSC proliferation rate and FSC numbers; fewer FSCs in response to reduced proliferation and more FSCs when proliferation rates were higher. Moreover, other potential causes of the observed changes in FSC numbers (FSC location and the rate of conversion of FSCs to ECs or FCs) were ruled out by directly measuring these parameters. Hence, the cumulative experimental evidence linking stem cell proliferation rate to competition is currently stronger for FSCs than for any other stem cell (49) . Moreover, the consequences of activating mutations in the Hh or Hpo/Yki pathways in FSCs provides a clear paradigm for how a gatekeeper mutation affecting a signaling pathway that controls stem cell proliferation can lead to pre-cancerous amplification of an affected stem cell (20, 50) .
Proliferation-dependent competition and stem cell exhaustion; different time-scales or stem cells?
Our studies concern a relatively short time-frame that is plausibly relevant for the amplification of a stem cell harboring a primary mutation that could eventually lead to cancer. Some mutations that increase proliferation and lead to stem cell amplification in the short term might also eventually have a deleterious effect on stem cell survival, perhaps because of DNA damage from excessively fast or incessant replication. The latter possibility, sometimes termed "stem cell exhaustion" is often cited for hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and provides an attractive general rationale for minimizing the normal replicative duties of at least a subset of stem cells, as observed experimentally for HSCs (51) (52) (53) . Intestinal crypts also contain relatively quiescent stem cells that can replace the population of actively dividing stem cells in emergency situations (45) . Amongst normal FSCs in a germarium we have also observed spatial heterogeneity of proliferation rates and it is not yet known whether quiescent ECs might become FSCs under normal or stress conditions (18) .
For HSCs, many, but not all, genetic changes that increased proliferation rate led to a long-term reduction in HSC potency measured by a transplantation assay, while HSC function over the short term and under physiological conditions was not measured (51, 52, 54) . The organization of HSC niches and HSC dynamics are also not sufficiently well understood at present to know whether differentiation depends on stem cell division. Consequently, the relevance of the concepts discussed in this work to normal HSCs and early steps in blood cancers is not excluded by earlier conclusions of proliferative stem cell exhaustion and remains to be explored. Conversely, while further studies are warranted, we are not aware of significant evidence for proliferative exhaustion of FSCs or mammalian intestinal stem cells (15, 16, 45) . Instead, over the time-scales discussed in this work, we have observed only a robust positive, causal impact of proliferation rate on stem cell competition that can be attributed to a key attribute of organization of those stem cells, namely division-independent differentiation.
Methods
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